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When I saw the Pillars of Eternity in November, it was a promise. I looked at a lot of concept art, saw some environments early in development, saw characters walking around a mostly empty field-and even then, I saw the promise from below in this spiritual successor to Baldur Gate, Planescape: Martyrdom and other Infinity Engine
CRPGs of the past. It's changed a little since you saw the game in November, said Pillars of Eternity executive producer and chief programmer Adam Brennecke as I settled for my behind-closed-doors demo at E3. And indeed it does. The concept art and placeholder interface have been transformed into a real game-one that is barely
distinct from its infinity engine predecessors. And I mean it in a good way. The Brennecke starting line played through the opening game, though it bypassed character creation. For the purposes of the demo we played a man, although he assured us that there are, as expected, many other racial options for the characters. (Six in total, to
be exact.) From the beginning, there is no doubt about anything other than an Infinity Engine game, even though it is not one. The game even opens with a scrolling text, detailing the story set up – the same as any classic Black Isle CRPG. I remember when I was told in November that this is a game for people who enjoy reading. The 18-
year-old wasn't lying. There's a lot of text to see here. When the scrawl text ends-in fact, when Brennecke unceremoniously bypasses past-we're in a little clearing the clearing, surrounded by wagons. Our team is setting up camp for the night, and after a long chat (also omitted in the demo) we're sent off to collect some berries. Despite
Obsidian's claims in November that they were looking at a more skeuomorphic UI, the standard on-screen interface is surprisingly modern and muted. There is no huge stone/wood bar that occupy a large piece of screen. Instead, UI elements sit at the bottom, out of the way. Most of the icons and day/night look indicator ripped right from
the Infinity Engine titles. This does not mean that traditional scheming does not occur. Perhaps more extensive menus, such as the inventory screen, are carved out of rock and timber, like infinity engine games of old, although I didn't see any of them in the demo. Project lead Josh Sawyer spoke with me in November about how the game
planned to avoid costly cutscenes while still conveying information that wouldn't make sense in-engine. The answer? Small text adventure or choose-your-own-adventure type quotes describing actions such as The face slipped and almost fell off it with the opportunity to answer. In the example of the cliff, for example, the abilities of our
show character were quite high we saved our unlucky partner from certain death. All this happens through the text. We didn't see anyone start falling off a cliff or see our character save them, so bring your imagination to the table when you play the Pillars of Eternity. It's a. A. way to provide more random events and contextualization in the
game, however, without running up against the obstacles of a low budget, Kickstarted game. In our little excursion to find berries Brennecke also showed off the new biography of the game system. The old Infinity Engine games allowed you to create a character, but only within certain limits-at baldur gate were you always gorion booth in
Candlekeep, and in Planescape you were always the Anonymous One. The pillars of eternity will have somewhere between two and two thousand dragons, I'm told. When you walk away to collect the berries, another member of your team accompanies you. He starts asking you about your past, about what you did before you fell with the
team. The answers you give -- whether you were a soldier or a doctor -- may play into the story later, but the most important thing is to give you, the player, a better idea of the character you've created and its role in the world. Your answers are received and entered in your character's biography for the rest of the game. It really reminded
me of many of the different backstories you could choose for your character in Dragon Age: Origins-funny, since Dragon Age was so clearly influenced by the old Infinity Engine games in its own way. Another nice touch from November: characters now have a line over their heads that shows when their next series comes, based on their
stats. If you remember from the old Infinity Engine games, the battle is an active pause system, which means it is technically order-based, but can be played in real time if you want. In Pillars of Eternity, the yellow-orange line slowly fills up until it's time for a character to take another action, providing welcome mechanical feedback for a
modern game crowd that may not be used for active series-based combat. Smaller tidbits: You can still rest anywhere, but the amount you can rest is governed by how many camping supplies you have. Also, there are environmental puzzles to solve. We entered a dungeon late in the demo and saw a huge one off to the side, before
Brennecke brought us on and on, in a mysterious and massive machine of unknown purpose ... Pillars of eternity seem gorgeous, and what little writing I could read as Brennecke flew through the dialogue options seemed on the same level as the typical Obsidian quality. I have no doubt that this game will be great, provided Obsidian can
avoid the typical pitfalls of-errors, expired questlines, etc. This is a great though, but pillars of eternity are definitely looking like the CRPG I've been waiting to play for the last decade. Note: I've already seen Pillars of Eternity in November, and a lot of the basic information about the game was covered in this huge ten-page interview I did
with project manager Josh Sawyer. I highly recommend if you are curious about the inner workings of the game or have any questions. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy more details. NOTE: We expect SPOILERS throughout this article for
both pillars of eternity and the first half of the White March expansion. I recommend skipping in the end if you just want to know if you will buy the extension in its entirety. The road to hell is paved with good intentions. When we last left pillars of eternity, my party adventurers had just completed the first half of the White March expansion
and rekindled the Durgan battery fires, the ancient forging hidden high in the mountains. And then we went our happy way, satisfied that we saved the small town of Stanz from economic collapse. How naïve. We should probably guess that Dorgan's battery power would pull more than the workers on Sterel. Eyes turned to the village.
Hundreds of eyes. The eyes of an army set to sweep the whole world, leaving nothing but destruction in its wake. And you're the only one who knows. The grand finale After playing through the first half of The White March last August, I said What we have in The White March Part One is a low-stakes, low-reward dungeon crawl stuffed
with some filling quests. And I support that, because the first part was exhausting. (Click to expand) Apocalyptic-this is the best way to describe the White March Pt. 2, which once again brings you to the snowy mountains around Stalwart and Durgan's battery. If you've already finished the first half of expansion, you need to rest once at
Dyrwood to cause the second division. Do it and you'll have a dream. An aneon. You see hundreds of eyes staring at you. You see the aforementioned army sweeping from the mountains, eventually crushing caead nua's fortress into dust and reducing the world to coal. And you're thinking, this looks bad. So it's off to the white March area
again. No matter how long ago you were actually there, the game acts as if a few months have passed. On your way back to Stanton, they greet you as a hero. Seemingly all of you recognize-The hero who re-ignited the Durgan battery fires! People are much friender. The city is busy. The mines are open again. But... Well, there's an army
camped near Durgan's battery called the Iron Flail. Maybe that's who you're looking for? Perhaps. No wonder Part One felt boring. It was essentially a bare-bones first act, posing the stakes for a more energetic second-half problem is that it was impossible to tell at the time. The mystery of Durgan's battery is not the ultimate goal. It's the
setup, another pawn in a much bigger story, the butterfly feather that leads to miserable conditions later. And the point The first part still exists. To get to The White March Part Two you need to plod through ten or so hours of the first fluff act. Is it worth it? That's what I think. But you can value your time in an RPG differently. Regardless,
Obsidian should be commended for minimizing re-transit in the White March. I half-expected to pass Part Two double acceleration through the sites like last time, fight new enemies on the same ol' maps. Some pull double duty-i.e. Stalwart and parts of Durgan's battery-but in general you're exploring untouched areas of the White March
area, from forgotten abbeys to military strongholds. As for the raw numbers, I count five or six large new areas and a new companion (Maneha, a barbarian). There are also the usual handful of unique weapons, smaller tasks, etc., although nothing is as big as the raft of new features in Part One. Perhaps the biggest change from a
mechanical point of view is (once again) to spellcasting-wizards/druids/priests/and so on now Master certain spells, meaning they can be cast once per meeting without taking on a slot in your grimoire. The exchange is that lower-level spell tiers don't just recharge uses from combat anymore, as far as I can tell. But these are small tweaks,
and rightly play backup to the story this time around-a story that builds to a climax that is frankly as good as anything in the main pillars of eternity history. Perhaps better, given the shorter overall duration of the White March. I clocked the second half to ten hours, bringing the expansion to twenty hours in total. Not so bad. In conclusion
For those of you who bypass spoilers: I (with some caveats) like it. The White March has its problems-pacing problems in the first half, an over-reliance on huge groups of enemies in the second, and three mates who don't have enough time to breathe before their quests are over-but it's a constant extension with some incredible moments
sprinkled throughout. I still think it's a better piece of content if you come across it organically during the first pillars of your eternity run, but both halves combined is a very good argument for end-gamers to dive back into. For a while, at least. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we may earn a small
commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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